ABSTRACT: Understanding the interaction between cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) and cells is a critical challenge in plasma medicine. CAP has shown promising application for cancer treatment. To date, dozens of cancer cells have been selectively killed during in vitro studies, and CAP-originated reactive species have been regarded to be the primary factor causing cancer cell death. In the past, we investigated hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) generation at the micromolar level using two CAP-treated cancer cell lines. In this study, we further demonstrate the universality of such strong cell-based H 2 O 2 generation in eight cancer cell lines. Nearly all lines showed capacity to generate a micromolar level of H 2 O 2 during 1 min of CAP treatment when discharge voltage (peak value) was > 3.30 kV. Generally, higher discharge voltage corresponds to stronger cell-based H 2 O 2 generation, although some cell lines produce maximum H 2 O 2 generation at relatively low discharge voltage. Cell-based H 2 O 2 generation may involve interaction between cancer cells and reactive oxygen species in CAP. The CAP (OH) radicals in CAP when discharge voltage is > 3.30 kV. This study demonstrates the universality of cell-based H 2 O 2 generation that has not been considered in previous studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) has presented promising application for many branches of medicine, including cancer treatment, 1,2 sterilization, 3 and wound healing. 4 Abundant reactive species including reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) in CAP have been regarded to be main factors for interaction between CAP and cells, particularly, cancer cells. 5, 6 To date, understanding such an interaction has been mainly limited to the belief that cells have a passive role during CAP treatment. 7 -lular function through complex cellular pathways. 8 cell death (mainly apoptosis) in cancer cells in vitro. 9 Recently, we demonstrated that breast cancer cells and pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells could generate a micromolar level of H 2 O 2 during CAP treatment. 10 Such measurement was performed by comparing between CAP treatment on the medium and cancer cells immersed in the medium. 10 We found that H 2 O 2 generation in medium without cancer cells was noticeably weaker than that in medium with cancer cells. 10 To the best of our knowledge, this is the -ing toxic H 2 O 2 in their extracellular environment. 10 However, whether such cell-based H 2 O 2 generation is a general cellular response to CAP treatment is still unknown.
Here, we demonstrate the universality of cell-based H 2 O 2 generation as a commonly existing cellular response to CAP treatment in eight cancer cell lines. All lines have been widely used in many plasma medicine laboratories. We show discharge voltage to be an important parameter for modulating cell-based H 2 O 2 generation. Optical emission spectrum (OES) measurement and chemical simulation method provide clues for understanding such cellular response. The CAP jet generator, which used helium as the carrying gas, has already been used in a series of previous studies, 11, 12 and its detailed description is described elsewhere. 11, 12 Here, central anode and ring-grounded cathode and then ejected out of a quartz tube driven by -age (> 3 kV peak value), with a frequency of 12.6 kHz. In the gas phase, CAP was mainly comprised of ROS (OH, O), RNS (NO, N 2 + ), and helium. 11, 12 The gap between the bottom of the 96-well plate and bottom edge of the quartz tube was 2.8 cm. During CAP treatment, 100 medium used during CAP treatment was a mix of 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin solution with standard DMEM. We renewed the medium before performing CAP treatment.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Several labs at
For this study, we used the same strategy as that reported in a previous study, 10 but we show a short introduction to the research strategy in Fig. 1 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As we revealed in previous study, cell-based H 2 O 2 generation is typically an instant cellular response to CAP treatment. 10 Cell-based H 2 O 2 generation will be consumed by unknown factors in extracellular medium after as little as 10 min. 10 Moreover, the entire amount of H 2 O 2 in the extracellular environment will be consumed by cancer cells in ~ 3-4 h. 13 generation of all other cell lines is proportional to discharge voltage of 3.58 to 3.72 kV. The underlying mechanism for these our knowledge has not been noted before in plasma medicine. As revealed in our previous report, cell-based H 2 O 2 CAP-stimulated medium (PSM). The central reactive species in PSM should be mainly long lived, rather than short lived. Short-lived ROS in CAP such as superoxide (O 2 ) may be involved in cell-based H 2 O 2 generation through a dismutation reaction catalyzed by extracellular catalase (Ex-SOD, SOD3). [14] [15] [16] And cancer cell lines in this study will not generate measurable H 2 O 2 during the culture process.
The OES and chemical simulation were used to quantify the change in CAP jet when discharge voltage increased from 3.02 to 3.72 kV. The OES was measured using a Stellarnet spectrometer in a range of 191 to 851 nm. As an example, a typical OES is shown in Fig. 3 . The spectrum shows that the jet's purple color is a result of excited N 2 and N 2 + emission. The intensity ratio of 391.44 and 337.13 nm is usually used for electron temperature calculation.
17 OH (309.9 nm) and NO (311.24 nm) peaks are commonly found in the ultraviolet range, whereas 777.194-nm emission is the only O emission captured in the optical range. The 706.519-nm peak implies the existence of triplet helium.
Chemical simulation was based on selected collisions from previous literature [18] [19] [20] [21] and the Boltzmann solver BOLSIG+ (with the Trinity Library; Dublin, UK). 22 In the simulation, initial densities of all species were 10 6 cm -3 and we expected that electron density was 10 , where n i is the density of the ith species; k j jth reaction, found either in the literature or calculated by BOLSIG+; and n jl is the density of the lth reactant in the jth reaction. In the -E/N, determined by discharge summarized in Fig. 4(a) and that of OH is shown in Fig. 4(c) . These OES intensities stay low with discharge voltage < 3.3 kV. Between 3.3 and 3.55 kV, intensities augment and slightly decrease at a further increment of discharge. For simulated O and OH densities, E/N swept in BOLSIG+. The discharge voltage axis is thus calculated and indicates a similar pattern for O and OH densities, as shown in Fig. 4 
(b) and (d). Discharge voltage directly 23
The observed agreement proves that the sudden boost in intensities at 3.4-3.55 kV may be due to density increments, although not all O and OH are excited. We also note that maximum intensity of O is lower than that of OH, whereas maximum density of O is which is a minor part of O emission. Nevertheless, patterns of intensities and densities versus discharge voltage are still accurate and informative.
In addition, densities of H, O 2 , and H 2 O 2 in the simulation also have a similar relationship with discharge voltage, as shown in Fig. 5 . Other species are also included, but because they have minor roles, their densities are too low to be observed and nearly twice larger than that of OH. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
